
C Tea Shop is a passion project turned
reality. We are an online shop
specializing in bringing beloved
bubble tea to your kitchen so you can
become your own Bobarista!

Our Story
C Tea Shop has recognized that
although drinking bubble tea is on the
rise again, boba shops are still non-
existent in certain areas of the United
States. So much so, that bubble tea
may be a delicacy for some. Thus, we
wanted to create a boba box that
brings your favorite Taiwanese drink
right to your door. Whether you tried
boba "that one time on a trip" or go to
your local boba shop daily, our kits are
made to fulfill the needs of all boba
lovers. We have searched high and
wide for the best ingredients to add to
our boxes so that EVERYONE can be
equipped to enjoy bubble tea from the
comfort of their own home!

ABOUT US

INSTRUCTION

BROCHURE

cteashopconnect@gmail.com

CONTACT US

BOBA KIT

Scan this QR code with your mobile camera
for ingredient and nutrition information.

Ingredient and nutrition information is
also available on our website under FAQ.

BOBA
DISCLAIMERS!

*TAPIOCA BOBA CAN BE A CHOKING
HAZARD FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
(AGES 3 AND UNDER). PARENTS
EXERCISE CAUTION. CHILDREN
SHOULD ALWAYS BE SUPERVISED
WHEN DRINKING BOBA TEA.

**UNCOOKED TAPIOCA IS EXTREMELY
SENSITIVE. DO NOT POKE OR SQUISH
TAPIOCA. HANDLE WITH CARE FROM
THE PACKAGE TO THE POT.

***ONCE TAPIOCA BOBA PACKAGE IS
OPEN, STORE IN AN AIRTIGHT
CONTAINER IN A COOL, DRY AREA. DO
NOT STORE IN THE REFRIGERATOR.
ONCE OPENED, USE THE UNCOOKED
BOBA WITHIN A WEEK. ONCE COOKED,
STORE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND
SERVE WITHIN 8 HOURS, DO NOT
REFRIGERATE.



Cover with 1/2 tbsp brown sugar or honey per
1/4 cup of tapioca. (More or less sugar/honey
can be added depending on your sweetness
preference.) Lightly mix to incorporate.

 Pour the contents of the single-serve packet
into a cup. 
 Add the water and milk.
 Stir the contents of the cup until the flavor
powder & sugar are fully dissolved. (For even
better mixture results, you can use a blender or
shaker bottle to incorporate the ingredients in
this step).
 Place cooked boba at the bottom of your
desired serving glass.
 Add ice on top of boba.
 Pour the blended milk tea mixture over the ice
in the serving cup.
 Add a straw and enjoy!

Yields: 1 serving/1 cup of milk tea

Ingredients:
1 packet of flavor powder & sugar
1 cup water
¼ cup milk
1 cup ice
¼ cup cooked boba
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2.
3.

4.
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6.

7.

Stir often to avoid sticking together.

Boil on high heat for 3 minutes, stir, then turn
down to medium heat for 12 minutes.

SINGLE SERVE
MILK TEA PACKET

INSTRUCTIONS

TAPIOCA BOBA
PREPARATION 

BRING WATER TO A BOIL
Ratio is 1 and 3/4 cups water per 1/4 cup of
boba. Note: one serving of boba is 1/4 cup.

1.

Add tapioca to boiling water. 
*If the water is not boiling, the boba will sink
to the bottom and burn.*

2.

3.

3 min. 12 min.

4.

Turn off heat and let sit for 10 minutes with the
lid on.

5.

10 min.

Rinse tapioca under cool water and drain out
the water.

6.

Add tapioca to a bowl or container.7.

8.

Store unused cooked boba at room temperature
and serve within 8 hours. Uncooked boba can be
stored in an air-tight containner.

9.
Scan this QR code with your mobile camera

for a video instruction tutorial.


